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Abstract

Modification analysis is an essential phase of most software maintenance processes, requiring decision makers to perform and predict potential change impacts, feasibility and costs associated with a potential modification request. The majority of existing techniques and tools supporting modification analysis focusing on source code level analysis and require an understanding of the system and its implementation. In this research, we present a novel approach to support the identification of potential modification and retesting efforts associated with a modification request, without the need for analyzing or understanding the system source code. We combine Use Case Maps with Formal Concept Analysis to provide a unique modification analysis framework that can assist decision makers during modification analysis at the requirements level. We demonstrate the applicability of our approach on a telephony system case study.
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1. Introduction

While developing software systems, it is rare that an initial system design will correspond completely with the final design or implementation of a system [16]. Ever changing customer needs lead to requirements modifications [4]. The efficient management and execution of these changes are critical to software quality and for managing the evolution of software systems [4]. Maintenance processes (e.g., [11]) have been established to guide both managers and maintainers during typical maintenance and evolution tasks. Common to these process models is that they require some type of modification analysis (MA) prior to committing to a change. Often during MA, managers who are not familiar with the detailed implementation of a system have to determine the feasibility, impact, and cost associated with a change request.

Existing work in change impact analysis and regression testing has focused mainly on identifying changes at the source code level [14] [10]. These source-code-based approaches typically result in an accurate analysis of the change impacts, since the source code represents the final requirements implementation. However, these approaches also tend to be time consuming and require an understanding of both the system requirements and their implementations which makes them less applicable for management and non-technical decision makers.

In this research, we propose a framework for supporting modification analysis for an early detection of change impact and re-testing effort at the requirements level, without the need for programming or implementation knowledge. We illustrate our approach using an existing requirement modeling technique that is being translated into a formal semantics [8] to make the requirements model executable. Traces are created from this model by executing UCM [22] scenarios that are collected and further analyzed using Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [7]. We introduce three typical modification analysis tasks, which we will revisit throughout the article to illustrate the applicability of our approach. The three analysis task examples are:

1. Determine impact of a modification request on traces.
2. Estimate the test cases that have to be retested as part of a modification request.
3. Identify Use case scenarios, which contain feature interactions.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces Use Case Maps, Formal Concept Analysis and some background relevant to change impact analysis, regression testing, and feature interaction. Section 3 introduces our modification change impact analysis and selective regression testing approach based on UCM and FCA. An initial case study is demonstrated in Section 4, followed by related work and discussions in Section 5. Section 6 presents conclusions and future work.
2. Related Background

2.1 Formal Concept Analysis

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [7] is a mathematical approach that dates back to Birkoff in 1940 [3]. FCA is commonly used for representing and analyzing information, by performing logical grouping of objects with common attributes. An FCA context is a triple $C=(O,A,R)$ where $O$ represents a set of objects and $A$, a set of attributes, with $R \subseteq O \times A$ being a relation among them[17]. We invite the readers to consult [17] for detailed examples. Within the software engineering community, FCA has various applications in program comprehension and maintenance applications and among these applications are reengineering, software component retrieval, identifying objects from legacy code, model restructuring [21], and minimizing test suites [20].

Formal Concept Analysis has gained popularity in recent years, due to the following reasons: (1) programming language independence, (2) the ability to easily define different views (using different object, attribute combinations), (3) tool availability to generate context tables and lattices, and (4) the analysis itself is quite inexpensive, especially compared with other dynamic dependency and trace analysis techniques. It should, however, be noted that FCA does not consider semantic information about the trace content, which limits its applicability for more specific fine-grained type of analysis. Furthermore, identifying a meaningful context for the analysis is not always easy.

2.2 Use Case Maps

Use Case Maps (UCM) [6], a modeling technique that is part of a new User Requirements Notation (URN) proposal to the ITU-T [12], has been applied to capture functional requirements in terms of casual scenarios. Since UCMs can represent behavioral aspects at a higher level of abstraction than for example UML diagrams, they are not necessarily bound to a specific underlying structure. They are not intended to replace UML, but to complement it. UCM can visualize an entire system to provide a better understanding of the evolving behavior of complex and dynamic systems such as reactive and distributed systems at the requirement and specification level. It can also provide stakeholders with guidance and reasoning about system-wide functionalities and behavior. Originally introduced to model the behavior of telecommunication systems, applications of UCMs have been extended to other application domains, e.g. web based application. For a more detailed coverage of the UCM notation, we refer the reader to [1][9].
In stub Sscreen we have the following plug-ins:

- **OCS (Originating Call Screening)**: blocks calls to people on the OCS filtering list. It checks whether the call should be denied or allowed (chk). When denied, an event occurs at the originator side (notify).
- **Default**: is used when user is not subscribed to any other originating feature.

The plug-ins in Sdisplay are:

- **CND (Call Number Delivery)**: displays the caller’s number on the callee’s device (display) concurrently with the rest of the scenario (update and ringing).
- **Default**: used when not subscribed to any other terminating feature.

### 2.3 Modification Analysis Techniques

Within the scope of our research, we focus on three analysis techniques to be performed as part of the modification request analysis.

**Change Impact Analysis.** Impact analysis focuses on identifying these parts of a system that are (potentially) affected by a modification request. Currently, most of the research on change impact analysis focuses on source code [14] and design level analysis [5] using either traceability or dependency analysis [4]. Common to these source code base approaches is that they are computationally expensive and often limited in their applicability by being restricted to a specific programming language.

**Regression Testing.** Regression testing is based on impact analysis and is used to validate that after a modification is implemented no new errors were introduced in a previously tested code [18] [20]. A retest-all approach that requires re-running all the test cases in the existing test suite is typically too expensive and unnecessary. In most cases, except for the rare event of a major rewrite, changes only affect parts (requirements) of a system. Selective regression testing allows for a reduction of the number of test cases to be re-executed and therefore reducing the cost associated with testing. Regression testing can be informally described as: Given a program P, its modified version P’ and a set of test cases T used previously to test P. Regression testing identifies the subset T’, where T’ ⊇ T and provides sufficient confidence in the correctness of P’ [18].

**Feature Interaction (FI).** Often, maintainers have to deal with situations where one feature modifies or subverts the desired operation of another feature or when a system functions incorrectly due to the presence of certain features [13]. Identifying those scenarios and features that are either affected or prone to be affected by a modification request is a challenge especially for large, feature rich systems. Existing work on feature interaction has focused on both the requirements level [15] and source code level [23]. More detailed information on feature interaction analysis techniques can be found in [13], [15], and [23].

### 3. Requirements Modification Analysis

The challenges for management include: 1) determining the potential affect of a modification request on the overall system early in the software maintenance cycle; 2) identifying which scenarios contain which features, and 3) analyzing, whether a feature interacts with other features and determining the testing effort related to a particular change. We now introduce the major activities involved in our approach (Fig 3).

In step 1, we utilize a formalized UCM semantics to generate traces (Section 3.1). In step 2, traces generated by these formalized UCMs are analyzed through dependency analysis to support impact analysis at the modification request level (Section 3.2). In step 3, we combine UCM and FCA to support modification analysis through impact, feature interaction and regression test selection analysis at the requirements level (Section 3.3).

![Fig.3 Process of Implementing UCM_FCA Technique](image-url)
3.1. Generating UCM System Level Scenarios

In UCM, both its abstract syntax and static semantics are informally defined as XML document type definitions. Given the absence of a formal semantic, the interpretation of UCM specifications are also left completely to the user. Furthermore, this informal representation results in a notation that does not support symbolic execution of these scenarios. In [8], we introduced an operational semantics for UCM based on Multi-Agent Abstract State Machines. The definition of the ASM formal semantics consists of associating each UCM construct with an ASM rule to model its behavior. The resulting ASM semantics are embedded in an ASM-UCM simulation engine designed for simulating and executing UCM specifications. It is written in AsmL [2], a high level executable specification language developed by the Foundations of Software Engineering (FSE) group at Microsoft Research. For a detailed description of the semantic we refer the reader to [8].

3.2. Dependency Analysis based on UCM Traces

Scenarios or traces (we use these terms interchangeable) are behavioral definitions of use cases, which typically correspond to user requirements (one or more features). In our approach, each of these scenarios represents a test case, which executes all UCM scenario elements in a particular scenario. Due to feature interactions, a requirement modification will often affect more than one scenario. Having the traces from the executable UCM allows us to apply dynamic dependency analysis to determine the impact of a modification on the overall system. In our research, we define and use feature and execution dependency analysis to answer questions about what and how objects are related with another.

Feature dependency. Scenarios are directly mapped to functional requirements, involving one or more system features. Therefore, we can informally define scenarios as being feature dependent when the following holds:

- two or more scenarios represent the same functional features, or
- two or more scenario contain the same sub-scenarios.

We further refine this definition by assuming that functional features are represented by UCM plug-ins/stub combinations. We can now state that feature dependency at the UCM level exists if one of the following two conditions holds:

- two or more scenarios contain the same sub-scenarios, (share sub-scenarios with the same start and end points) or
- two scenarios Sc1 and Sc2 are feature dependent if they share the same plug-in (feature) P, where Pa \( \subset \ P = \{Pa, Pb \ldots \} \).

One of the main challenges in analyzing functional dependencies in UCM is the use of dynamic stubs. Dynamic stubs allow for the specification and visualization of alternative behavior of scenarios. Being able to model such dynamic behavior is gaining more importance due to the widespread use of protocols and communicating entities in most systems. UCMs support the modeling of dynamic behavior through sub-maps, called plug-ins, that are associated with a dynamic stub. Conditions (global variables) in dynamic stubs define which plug-in is selected at run-time. A major advantage of formalizing UCM is that these dynamic dependencies of the plugs are resolved dynamically by executing their conditions and calling the respective plug(s) as part of the selected execution path.

Execution dependency, a more fine-grained dynamic dependency analysis, focuses on the interaction of scenarios and shared elements within a model. Therefore, scenarios are execution dependent if they share common elements during their executions. In a UCM context, one can apply scenario execution dependencies at two abstraction levels: component and domain element.

- Component execution dependency

From an UCM perspective, a component dependency exists when two or more scenarios share the same component C', where C' \( \subset \ \{\text{set of UCM components}\} \).

- Domain element execution dependency

Domain elements are execution dependent if their scenarios share common Use Case Map domain elements. We base our definition of domain elements on a subset of the elements introduced in [9]. We can now state that E is a set of UCM domain elements where E = \( \{\text{SP} \cup \text{EP} \cup \text{R} \cup \text{AF} \cup \text{AJ} \cup \text{OF} \cup \text{OF} \cup \text{ST}\} \), where SP is the set of Start Points, EP is the set of End Points, R is the set of Responsibilities, AF is the set of AND-Fork, AJ is the set of AND Join, OF is the set of OR-Fork, OJ is the set of OR Join, and ST is the set of Stubs. Thus, we can specify now that two scenarios sc1 and sc2 are domain element execution dependent if both scenarios share any executed element E', where E' \( \subset \ E \).

Execution dependency, therefore, can be seen as an extension of feature dependencies, allowing for different impact analysis granularity levels. The component
execution dependency is of particular interest for distributed and/or larger systems in order to comprehend the components (subsystems) to be affected by a specific requirements modification.

The domain element execution dependency on the other hand, focuses on a more fine grained analysis of the UCM domain elements and how these might be potentially affected by a modification request. Given these dependencies one can now apply FCA to automatically identify these dependencies from collected UCM traces.

3.3 Combining UCM with FCA

The contextual representation created by FCA directly supports the dependency analysis introduced in the previous sections. The formalization of UCM allows us to execute and generate traces to be used in FCA. FCA depends on the quality and coverage achieved by the traces used for the analysis. For that reason, we assume UCM scenario coverage. That is, every scenario at the UCM level was executed at least once. Depending on the dependency type, one can create now the corresponding context by selecting the appropriate object and attribute pair. The resulting FCA context table can then be visualized as a context lattice through visualization tools like GraphViz [2].

Domain element dependencies can be used to determine potential change impacts at the scenario level. Combining FCA with UCMs allows for the logical clustering of scenario groups within an UCM to identify feature interaction among plug-ins.

For performing selective regression test analysis, a concept (requirement) to be modified is specified in the concept lattice. Based on the selected modified requirement, the regression test analysis identifies all the test cases that need to be retested after the modification is performed. The test cases are identified by traversing the execution dependency lattice downward until all reachable leaf nodes (test cases) are included that execute the modified component. Test cases which are non-leaf nodes and contained in the path between the modified node and its reachable leaves are ignored, since they are already covered by the leaf node test cases.

For the analysis of feature interactions, we adopt a three step methodology that analyzes and classifies features based on their interactions. In the first step of our methodology, execution traces are generated and collected for all scenarios defined in the UCM.

In the second step, a FCA context table is generated, where global variables of features correspond to attributes and scenarios become the objects. In the resulting FCA context table, those scenarios with no or only one feature can be eliminated, since they are FI never occurs [15]. This elimination reduces the number of scenarios that have to be further analyzed for feature interaction. In the third step, the remaining scenarios are classified as either FI occur or FI prone [15], by passing down all attributes from the upper levels in the concept lattice that are associated with a particular scenario. Once all scenarios are classified as either FI never occurs, FI prone or FI occur the modification request analysis can be performed.

4. Case Study

In this section, we revisit the telephony case study (Figures 1 and 2) to illustrate the applicability of our approach. We have implemented the framework in a prototype system to guide managers during modification analysis at the requirements level by performing automatic impact analysis (feature and execution dependency level) and selective regression testing at the UCM level. Due to space limitations, we only illustrate the execution dependency and selective regression testing analysis and omit the feature interaction analysis.

The telephony system (Figure 2) contains four functional features: basic call, OCS, CND, and the combination of OCS_CND. For the telephony system seven system level scenario definitions can be identified (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Group</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Scenario Name</th>
<th>Busy</th>
<th>OnOC - SubCND</th>
<th>OCS_CND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Call</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>BCbusy</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>BCsuccess</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS Feature</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>OCSbusy</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>OCSdenied</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>OCSsuccess</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CND Feature</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>CNDdisplay</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS_CND</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>OCS_CNDdisplay</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Change Impact Analysis

Two of the main challenges in analyzing functional and execution dependencies in UCM are the use of dynamic stubs and the need to identify inter-scenario dependencies that might exist in an UCM. The use of
FCA lattices allow for the generation of different views to guide maintainers during their analysis and to ease the interpretation of the analysis results. Table 2 provides an overview of some of these contextual views provided in our system.

**Table 2: Overview of Execution dependency views**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependency Analysis Type</th>
<th>FCA-Objects</th>
<th>FCA-Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional dependency</td>
<td>UCM traces (Scenarios)</td>
<td>UCM plug-ins (within stubs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain element execution dependency</td>
<td>UCM traces (Scenarios)</td>
<td>UCM domain elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component dependency</td>
<td>UCM traces (Scenarios)</td>
<td>UCM components</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the major advantages of FCA is its ability to visualize relationships between sets of objects and their common attributes (concepts) as a hierarchical graph (concept lattice). Objects and attributes in the concept lattice can be distinguished by

- The object (scenario) – is always on the upper line (i.e., Sc4 (concept #13 in Figure 4)).
- The attribute (or list of attributes) is found in the lower part of each concept node (i.e., notify (concept #13)).

In the execution dependency example (Figure 4), we select a concept, which contains only one attribute `ring` (concept #7) and pass all of its objects up to this node. In this case, all scenarios that are sharing this UCM element are included and one can easily identify that any change to this concept will potentially affect scenarios sc7, sc5, sc6.

### 4.2. Selective Regression Testing

In what follows, we present how our framework can assist in identifying regression tests (scenarios that have to be retested after a modification request is completed), based on a UCM domain element execution lattice.

The following assumes a modification request that involves concept #7 (containing the "ring" attribute in Figure 4). This modification will potentially affect scenarios sc7, sc5, and sc6 (mentioned in Section 4.1). Using our selective regression test selection approach,
one can identify that only test case $sc6$ is a leaf node that has to be re-executed since it automatically includes the execution of $sc5$ and $sc7$. Our initial case study illustrates that our test case selection technique can successfully be applied at different analysis levels to reduce the number of test cases at the requirements level. Similar to other dynamic analysis techniques, our execution dependency analysis depends directly on the quality of the traces used as input. In cases with low coverage, the concept lattice created by the FCA algorithm might be too small and imprecise to be useful for further analysis.

5. Related Work and Discussion

Most research on impact analysis and regression testing focuses mainly at source code level [14], [18]. Performing change impact analysis at source code requires a prior understanding of both the requirements and their mapping to the source code. Our approach supports modification analysis at the requirement level using a common representation - FCA lattices. Furthermore, we also provide for a unified approach to support different analysis techniques without requiring a previous understanding of the source code. Our impact analysis approach goes beyond our previous static approach [10] by automating the analysis part and using dynamic (trace information) to provide support for dynamic plug-ins. Additionally, we take advantage of FCA and its analysis and logical clustering flexibilities to support additional modification analysis (e.g. feature interaction). Furthermore, because of the use of FCA, the analysis is not limited to UCMs and its notation; in fact, any formalized and executable requirement notation can be integrated within our modification analysis framework. The most closely related work to ours is a greedy algorithm presented for FCA [20] with a focus on minimizing the number of test cases at the source code level. However, this approach is source code based and does not provide support for change impact and feature analysis.

It should be noted that our approach has limitations similar to other impact analysis and regression testing approaches and can only support modifications or deletion requests.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

Modification analysis is an early activity in most software maintenance process cycles and is often performed by decision makers not familiar with system implementation details. Our approach supports the modification analysis at the UCM requirements level by identifying potential change impacts and re-testing effort associated with a modification. We presented the following three major contributions: (1) of the ability to collect dynamic information from UCMs by formally mapping UCM constructs as part of an AsmL formalism; (2) applying FCA on these collected traces to identify feature and execution dependencies; (3) a tool implementation to support a fully automatic approach for both impact analysis and selective regression testing at the UCM requirements level.

A more detailed case study to validate the applicability of our approach is part of our ongoing work in this area.
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